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Multitude of monies. Monetary complexity still governable?
Base level
Cash coins
CB notes
CB reserves (on CB account)
CB digital currency (CBDC)

= CB money / Treasury money
= Money by sovereign fiat
= Legal tender
= Base money, or money base, resp.
Need not be 'covered' monetarily.
Not redeemable in other money.

Second tier
Bankmoney (deposits)

Based on CB reserves, albeit operationally only to a small fraction

Third tier
MMF shares
Stablecoins
E-money
Complementary Currencies

New money surrogates
based 1:1 (100%) on bankmoney and
'cash equivalents' (sov bills, Cert.Dep.,
Comm.Paper, bank acceptances)

Base-level challengers
Uncovered cryptocurrencies
e.g. Bitcoin
Uncovered comple.currencies

Directly challenging base money,
thus monetary sovereignty.

Rise of bankmoney to monetary dominance
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Marginalisation of central-bank money (cash)
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Decline in necessitated reserves. Increased instability
Mid-1800s USA 50 % of deposits in cash and other reserves
UK 30 % of deposits in cash and CB reserves
Until 2008 down to 2–5 % depending on a bank's size.

Ever smaller fractionality of reserves...
... growing scope for banks and bankmoney's dominance
... positive-feedback dynamics of overshooting extension
of credit, bankmoney and debt
... resulting in monetary and financial vulnerability, instability
and proneness to crisis.

Loss of control. Trend towards monetary ungovernability?
CBs do not exert effective control over creation of money
and the banks' monetary credit and debt.
Instead, the initiative is with the banks. CBs have little
choice but to re-act and accomodate the facts the banks
have created beforehand …
… in times of crisis even more so than in normal mode.
In a banking crisis – most often triggered by the fractionality of
reserves – CBs and governments (treasuries) cannot avoid
supporting and warranting banks and bankmoney.
Private bankmoney has thus acquired para-state status
– a constitutional monstrosity!
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Money Market Fund shares
used as deposit-like means of payment in financial transactions

USA
1,2  M1 in 2008
Europe
0,3  M1 in 2008

Sources:
Baba/McCauley/Ramaswa
my 2009 68. - Hilton 2004
180. - Mai 2015.

Cryptocurrencies total market capitalisation

From July 2010 – Oct 2021
Last: 6'590 cryptocoins
USD 2.41 trillion

Source: Statista.com

Trade in Stablecoins
Stablecoins – similar to MMFs and e-money – are covered at a stable
1:1 ratio by bankmoney or other money surrogates and cash equivalents

Source: Dig Fin Group, 2021

Trade in cryptos
has become an
established business of financial
institutions and
professional
actors.

Levels of U.S. money stocks mid-2021.
MMFs and Cryptos aren't a negligible quantity anymore
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A pattern seen before in history …
(1) The incumbent dominant money poses problems
that cannot be solved within the given framework.
Today: Bankmoney regime's inherent instability. Loss of
monetary control, towards monetary ungovernability.
(2) A new type of money emerges, offering some solution
to the problem, or other advantages.

Today: Digital tokens (CBDC, stablecoins), also promising to be faster, safer and less expensive.
() Moreover today: a remarkable variety of proposals on
how to reform the money system.
… forboding a tidal change in the monetary system and
the composition of the money supply.

Tidal changes in the composition of the money supply
 Mid-1600s until mid-1800s
 rising tide of unregulated paper money
as private banknotes as well as treasury notes / gov bills
 ebb tide for sovereign coin (mostly silver)
 Mid-1800s until early 1900s
 rising tide of central-bank legal-tender notes
based on gold standard
 ebb tide for private banknotes and treasury notes
Late 1800s until early 2000s
 rising tide of bankmoney & eroding gold standard
 ebb tide for cash (coins and notes) and CB reserves

Upcoming from the 2020s
 rising tide of digital currency (digital cash)
both as sovereign CBDC and private stablecoins
 incipient ebb tide for bankmoney

Why so sure?
 Why digital tokens rather than money-on-account?
Permissioned DLT/blockchain tech faster, also cross-border,
safer and cheaper, thus technically superior.

 Why CBDC?
CBs need to re-assert their position as dominant basemoney issuers against bankmoney, new surrogates
and base-level challengers to avoid final loss of
monetary sovereignty.

 map of CBs working on CBDC

Conditionalities...
What the upcoming tidal change from bankmoney to
CBDC and stablecoins will look like more precisely,
and whether CBDC rather than stablecoins is really
going to be the systemically dominant type of money
largely depends on two sets of conditions:
 the design principles of CBDC

 regulation of new money surrogates
(stablecoins, e-money, MMFs)

Basic designs of CBDC – technical, institutional/organisational
Account-based
(still book money)
Direct customer
Central-bank
access & imme- transaction account
diate handling
for everyone.
of CBDC
Unlikely
Direct access &
intermediate
handling from
payer to payee

Tokenised
(digital currency proper)
Digital cash
directly from individ. wallet to wallet in a
decentral open-access blockchain network
Unlikely: Bitcoin-like, not trialed by CBs

Banks/PSP manage Licensed banks/PSP as permissioned nodes
payments between in a network that verifies payments among
customer reserve
individ.wallets, running the blockchain.
accounts
ECB (likely), Eastern Carribean Dcash,
[eCNY by PBoCN ?? ]
Nigeria's eNaira

Banks/PSP manage
… or just among banks/PSP, while
Indirect access
CB omnibus account
customers get a claim on CBDC
(aka synthetic,
for individual
in a special account
hybrid,fiduciary,
customer reserves
[ECB ?]
custodian CBDC)
[eCNY by PBoCN ?? ]
Continued problem: possible return to fractional reserve!

CBDC design principles
preferable from a perspective of monetary sovereignty
1.

Tokenised variety preferable to account-based approaches,
in any case direct access to CBDC preferable to indirect access.
2. No group-related restrictions on access to CBDC
3. No restrictions on quantities of CBDC
4. Merging CBDC and interbank reserves into one circuit
5. Anytime full convertibility between bankmoney and CBDC …
6. … including a conversion guarantee by the central bank,
particularly in a bankrun situation
7. Gradually reducing and ultimately removing state warranties for
bankmoney, avoiding such guarantees for new surrogates
8. Public bodies gradually increasing the use of CBDC
9. Preferably no interest on CBDC. In case of deposit interest on
bankmoney, CBDC interest should be equal.
10. Genuine debt-free seigniorage as an additional channel of CBDC
issuance.

Principles of regulating third-level monies
Stablecoins, MMFs, e-money and complementary currencies must









at any time maintain 100% coverage for each unit they have
issued by paid-in money or high-grade assets purchased with
paid-in money and denominated in the national currency.
maintain a passive currency regime. An active regime,
e.g. purchase of securities in own currency, or running a
reserve less than 100%, must be ruled out.
not be denominated in the national currency unit,
even if pegged to it
not be given the status of legal tender
legally exempt from any CB or gov support
not be accepted in payment to bodies under public law.

Principles of regulating third-level monies

cont.

Not to be tolerated are
 currencies without 100% high-grade national
coverage, thus directly challenging the sovereign
currency in place
 stablecoins on the basis of a supra-national basket
of currencies and assets (as was the Libra plan for
a supranational stablecoin initiated by Facebook).
As with hybrid CBDC, the danger with stablecoins and
all new money surrogates is the possibility of a future
return to fractional reserve banking, even if it starts
on a 100% base today.
Regulation of MMFs and e-money already in place, but to be expanded accordingly. In
Europe, stablecoins are treated like e-money. In the US, stablecoin regulation still pending.

Concluding remark
As monetary reformers, I see it as part of our mission
to critically assess and assist the process of developing
and implementing CBDC
as well as
pushing for making sure that stablecoins, and
all new money surrogates will not return to
fractional reserve banking, even if it starts on a
100% base today .
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